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ABSTRACT
In order to:g t a t mprehensive view of the pcob eas

and present development of the-trans.ferability to other location or
computer-based learning material, it is necessary to examine-
short-range versus long-range viewpoints and the distinctions between
mputer-related aspects and those asrects associated with innovative
arning and teaching techniques, using as examples ptdsent compUteg
stems. With regard to short-range computer aspects, it is
termi.ned that the more systems the computer-based materials can

the less interesting pedagogically the materials are Major

problems regarding short-range in ovative teaching `,aspects are
political and sociologi,cal or' in olve instructors learning'whet
available materials are suitabl for their ccurse and reliable.,
to the changing computer techn.logy, when we consider the long-range
point of view, no computer asp cts of transferability are ig1P2rtant.

However, the long-range view innovative learning, aspects poses
problems with the marketing future materials, the de'velopment of
new materials based on, the existence of the computer, and new modes

of education. (CWM)
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An important ssue for developers of mp b ed learning

materials is the brie of transferability to th locations beyond

the campus or location at which the initial rnaterial was developed.

Much discussion goes ,on about, this problem, informally and in the

literature, but much If this discussicin app _s to be based on very

simplistic solutions,' which do hot examine the full range of prob-

lems aSsociated with transferability. The present paper takes a

broad viewpoint with regard to such transfrability, delineating

some of the factors which are often overle ked. because only a piece

of the total p oblem ,is being considered.

Dichotomies

This discus i transferability based on the two sepa=rate

dichotomies, important in getting4a comp ehensive view of the prob-

lems and prospects for transferability computer-based learning

terials.

distinction I wash to -s is that of a short-range

versus a long-range point of view. Ti-at are we coasidering

immediately transferring materials within, say, the -current academic

year or.are we discussing a more lo _g -range presp et, the eventual

widespread use of the ,materials d 'moped in a particular location,

over a period of many years? Al cough l am treating this distinction

mmediate and future tr sfer as a dichotomy, it clearly,



as with all such' a ficial dichotemies, is'a -e4tfnuum. will'

be convenient nevertheless ta make this s p Jag.

A second *pp nt distin---tfon t© be made concerning t

ability is that be?i w ,en the- Computer-related

aspects associated with innovative learning

fc-cts and thpse

hing t chniquesi,

The first aspect is concerned. with the technical problems or getting

the mat als running on'tYstems and Q after having been

davelopeden system X. The second aspect concerns the problem

facing.any devel.opnrept. of new learning and teaching materials when

those MaterialS spread beyond the institutions in which they

are initially developed. Solviing the,fir t problem by no mean

furnishes a solution to the second problem. Thus, it- is quite pos-
_

sible that the materials may be made to run successfully on a PA1:,r

ticular .computer system, but that no faculty members

will make any use of the material.

ha ,institution

These two dimensions are independent. b raps best

illustrate the si ua-eion- byplotting-them along sepal's.- e aS'

Compuer aspec

As-the diagram tndicates, even with this rather simple-minded

pair of dichgtonies we have four-separate*sets of problems t_

discuss; Problem A involves short- range computer aspects, problem B

involves short -range innovative teaching aspects; Pr bllem C involves

4 -1



ng -range computer aspects, and , l rohic ni D involves lo nge

novative teaching asp Tactics which may be goo dno

these_ ate go s may, not be food for another! A full clisc,ussion
.

must take into account all o'f' these possibilities.

intend to ponsider each of these categories separately,

both i- terms of our present state of development and in -t

the difficulties and problems asSpciated-with -them. I:shall_

point out in certain c akes limitations brought'about by

heavily on one or the other aspect of transferability.

_ Com As ects

Most

this category.

Jent,work concerning nsferab pity .in

Probably the be. st el<ampl-e of a careful treatment

of-the ,problems in this area is seen in the activities of CONDUIT;

many others cases- can be

One

asp'ects

available langliges.

toned,'

tandard" solution to the pi-oblem rsho=t-range oomputer

to write in a, standardized. forM Of the most commonly

This, for example,.is the tactic _ken by

-the Computers the_-Undergraduate Science Curr

Another 'possibility

uluM in ingland.

prepare th- ma-earW in `several commonly

available languages. John Merrillis Book, Ii0DILELLaLE.Ixala,

uses both FORTRAN and BASIC; and. IntrOdu 'Comitter7Based

Mechanics II, available through CONDUIT, presents teach program in

FORTRAN, .BASIC, and AIM-
,

'Two difficulties present themselves with rega-'d to thiS ndard:

language appro- h. Firgt, very few languages have of standards:

Perhaps the most standardized language is 'FORTRAN. He

Lion to the ANCII standard, a more restricted standard is available

defined by a program checking program developed at Bell Lahoartories,



the.PF " tandard.. ICi.s this standard which is employed by

CONDUIT for FORTRAN. ,l-fra FORTRAN p

does not run on a partiCular FORTRAN,

rather populiar.

The standardlza ion problems with BASIC are' considerably more

sat i. sffes- PI' CRT and

that FORTRAN is likely to be

confused. -Existing BASICs, oven from a ,single vendor, diffpr'

greatly. Such terms as "st'andard BASIC more commonly,

"Da tmouth BASIC, "" although ex'trchely widely used, turn out to

have almost no mean iag at' all. Almost every BASIC refers to itself

as " "Dartmouth BASIC, L-is the Dartmouth developers _point out;

almost no other BASIC is c\ompatible with current Dartmouth' BASIC.

For some years a committee\ has been work on'a standard for BASIC;

\

but thiS cornm'ittee ha. ag d only -on an extremely minimal st ndard,

not covering many tares of BASIC in common uSe as

string handling and files. CONDUIT has also, commissioned studies

in this

minimal s

APL in

and a group on England has als -.developed such a

flatly exhibited a much higher degree 'of standardization.

For a. ,while _here was pnly one APL, the IBM. program product. Almost

all'the later APLs ha<e included this 'substantial portion aS a

subset, se this- form, has served. as a de facto-standard.

:But beyond this,level, APLs have begun to divefge'conSiderably,

Even on IBM equipment-several variants are -in common use, including k

a privately developed version,APL PLUS. APL systems from other

vendors depart in significant ways from these IBM implothentations,

particularly with regard to file systems.

These 'language factors become even less satisfactory with

regard to ease of transferability when we consider graphic capabilites.



terminal is most commonly uQ ed (Tektronix

terminals acre in use,' and each demand different gr 1phic code.

Several incompatible graphic additions to APL have been deSigned;

a committee is investigating thp possibility of gra 6ic additions-'

toSASIC.,notyetimplementedinmst,systeMs.Because I consider

graphic 6apabilities to be extremity important in coputer-based

learning materials, almost essential in most areas, graphic trans

iortability problems are serious.

Another aspect comes in when considering standard languages,

the inefficiency. of the code. Thus, if we write -APL -graphic code .

so it works on 219IaciAxl§ APL, as does Tektronix, this can `tie

achieved but only at the expense of some inefficiency. This is

often a nontrivial difference. W ile this inefficiency may not be

an important factor thematerials are only run, with a few students,

'h usage in large classes t-can be disastroUs.'
I

For the individual who is concerned Withtwhat,will run on many,

.other current,syst ms, in relatively.bief- periods of time, thse

issues of languages re.certainly important. As the programs

become more and mores esponsive to student needs, and.so more com-

plex, and as they reso Z to more and more exotic languages the

work associated-with moving them to another. system becomes-greater.

Itis significant that the programs that CONDUIT distributes thus`

far are .the simpler materia that have been developed.

But' ompletely differe't side to the question of the use

standard languages as a techni e for achieving compatabilit y must

j)e considered. An individual p ject that decides in favor

particular standard language for all of its materials automatically

cuts some) often many, of the pedagogi 1 options that are



avail able

Thus, spmeorie writing in a BASIC that will be supportable on

a great many'rlifforent machines will avoid the use of many .string

ipputs and so will not write materials that involVe extensive

input of this kind, even thoughpedagogically desirab in a

-ituatio_ being, conv ted. Furthermore, a BASIC, user seeking wide

transferability fot- learning materials willavoid-the. _ use of files
0

--or overlays, sin- these facilities toare-likely differe trri

system to system; thus, the p .gramscwill be relatively short; not

the longer programS that exemplify some o

material avail-able,today.

I- have,

the Most .,into esting

my own persondl experience, visited a number

pro_ eets of this type where, if ore. raises the question of "WhY'

don't you do so and so?" the answer is typically an answer that

depends on-features of the language rather, than on pedagogical

choice. In thcSe cases the desire for transportability is an

important limiting fa-tor in the quality of the materials.

I want to summarize my views this issue with a statistical

"statement, a s atement.that does not neeessari.ly apply to indiv-

idual programs, but is, I believe, applicable in a general sense.

Again it should be considered that I am looking at the short-range

'point of view, and the computer aspects only. Here is the statement

which I will call Bork's First Rule:

THE MORE SYSTEMS THE COMPUTER-BASED MATERIALS CAN RUN ON,

THE LESS INTERESTING PEDAGOGICALLY THE MATERIALS ARE.



Just because materials can "run" at a given school ie no

guarantee that student$ will see them in classes or hive any .a

to them at all. Faculty who know that the Se materials are available

may choose. .not to employ theM;-many teaeher4who might use then may

notleven..know of their existence. The prOfh1ems are similar tro-

th& difficulties. that we find generally when we _-Ovea new-teaching

idea from its original developer to a coMpletely unrelated environ-

ment: Some additional problems appear, because the computer re -

sources available may be limited; further, accounting procedures

or shortages of _facilities may make it difficUlt for Students to

access /the necessary computer resource Very few schools haVe

ently the resources for widespread utilization of the computer

learning.

One major problem in taxis area

--
whether available mate

40

f instructors learning

are suitable fc for their Course,

whether they are reliable. The CONDUIT review system recently

initiated gives one mechanism for solving the problem of reliability.

Materials under conside ation, after a preliminary screening, are

sent out to several reviewers, so. only materials} that are.tech-

.

nically sound and pedag ically useful will -be recommended CONDUIT

advertises their availability and serves a a source. Instructors

will still want to look at the materials to see .how well they fit

into their course structure. If printed materials contain only

few programs, no particular problems are p

f the materials interactive

ented.

dialogs, meaning

Conversations with the computer, thedif-iculties -can.be greater.-

Because such materials are not easy to t sport in the technical



sense, COMA"' does not as yet view therms, although

it is- euasidering the loM. -Further, -while the instructor can

easily browse through a ibooh r consideration as . text, it is

h more difficult tea do with a long and involved computer

pr6gram, offerift many differen.t tracks for students.. The design

some prog -ams is e con ve to browsing than others, par-

01.arly.if some aspects o f earner 'control are present; but in

general the instructor has fficultY examining dialog materials

Many' of the problems '
.aria of short -range innovative

hin.g aspects are ptlitieal and sociological, needinevery

different mechanisms t-' them than they oblems associated

the computer aspects ills discussed. Often learninR), materials

are put on a-parti_ular system by.thecomputer facility itself,
)

under assumption that'faculty and students will then flock to

use th

mat

But may not even know of the existence of.the

If the faculty membe s in a. particular academic area

were not nvolved in adliarce in :=the decision to place the materials

on the qmputer;'the chances f widespread use are markedly lower.-

Our experience with sending our materials to other - institutions

with sitil.r equipment, where the .computer aspects of transfer--

ability are -muc h iredunerl, shows . that it is almost essential,

recto See any use, vo ve teachers !in the decision to make

dialogs available.

On interesting appro eh to ease the types of problems just

discussed is seen in the C MEM project in Britain, a chemistry

project based priMarily at eeds University. Although most of the-

t)hree locations, about a dozen facultydialogs are -written- irt

from o institutions aei.nvolved in the committee running the



project as

have some s

ferability

Much w

le. Bence, chemists from mtsly schools feel they

in the output. This'tactic should ease the trans

se new slees.

needs to be done here, much of it not particularly

'unique to the comphier situation.. need to study in more detail

the factors which inhibit the transfer of Successful innovative

'learning id as of all types including tho-7-- associated with computers.

Lna Itor As cots

nge the foCus from shortrange,to long-range aspe

the problem - and. prospects. become' entirely different.- Past dith-

.cussions have often ignored these long-range aspects.. But from

the standpoir4 of,e entual use of computers in many different

learning situations, they are by far the most important. So the

developer of Such products sh-61d be very concerned with these

long-range aspects,

Here we need to look at -some hardware/softWare'futures for

computers,,. because that affects what is possibfe. Undoubtedly

the most'important feature of modern computWr technolOY is the

very rapid current development'; computers are becoming more powerful

and less expensive_ An important aspect is the rise of LSI and

j'elated technologies, including new memory techniques_ These
J

developmenCsjpuggest very different computer systems for the future

than current Ones. All our existing learning materials,

can afely say, are,runn on already obsolete machines. Frr

v

.

this point of view the escion of transferring materials immediately

to machine becomes then less important, partichla'rly for the

developer of mputer-based learning materials who looks t- the,

future.
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At least two different hardware tur es for compbter are
.

being projected at the moment, One involves larger and 1 , #ger

networks so that-ore'and mode terminal s are accessing' the same =

CPU or group Of CPUS. Donald tzer, Director of the PLATO project,

has been suggesting recently the construction of a miilio, terminal

netoWrk,_ with 200 inte_ConneetedCPUs and communication supported by

satelaites. The I resent AIWA net, and seme.of its commercial elf-

shoOts, fur=nish another example of.Such possible networking,

A second future possibility gives an entirely different vi
]

the computer universe, one that is dominatad'by.the,evolv g

roprocessdr (and its later deSeendents) blalt into all devices.-

'oday's terminal would be tomorrow's *computer. Such stan alone

systems could function by themselves, with full Computing capabilities,

without connection to a large ,central computer, although=they-might

Occasionally connect to another computer for such specialized

purposes as massive calculations or accessing a rapidly changing

centralized database. As thee systems would function primarily

stand-alone, they would not be Limited to current communication

Ppepds and,po could do things such as full animation which are

imPossible in a communication-limited environment. Other aspects

of modern technology, such as the home videodisc system, might

becothe impOrtant components of such systems. 4:

We do need to worry about effeCtive delivery Systems that

flow us to carry out all the functions that a modern teaching

system will need.. Such a system Should have full multimedia cap-
,

ability, color, high speed graphcs, and at least audio output



No matter. which -future we look at, one fact clear; future

systems will cost.much less than current systems cost. .Pr jections

dibate that, becauste, of our increasing capabilities with computer

echnology, computer costs will continue to decline over a long

eriod of time. Hence,-we can expect the computer systems of the

for education and otherwise, to be cheaper and cheaper.

This leads me then to Borks- Second-Rule:

=tf

WHEN:WE CON8IDER THE LONG-RANGE POINT OF VIEW, NO COMPUTER

ASPECTS OF TRANSFERABILITY ARE IMPORTANT.

That i.s the - technology elf, with its ever-increasing effecti

tress, will obviate the problems of trinsferability. If the massive

networking systemthappens, then of course the programs will be

a,ailble on any one or the million tq_ inals. If stand- alone

systems become e L'erneiy widespread and aom Lich'!, more so

than current computers

widely available

materials earl be written for such

Puri hccith_,F e

programMahility uPlls mean that evti code written

for fclif...creut maChine,, th,i0 1,(= aLie Lo Mtn 011 a variety of ma chink

A ,singlet machi ae 1.4e.0 i' Lclltng the illoiltut

different computers

of machines.

As materials are

.stronger emphasis will

able. Hence, marketiu

in solving problems of

L: uld omula

t

mi ode a wine vallk?.(y

thu._ ilai.totua

cd towaras making them M0re aVall-

ol eompuLor-based materialS will also aid

ki g Lange transportability.



So the massive problems of transferability which appear

with regard to the techntechnical -ts w

range all vanish in the long-

view we do not need to put large

to insure the type of hardware that will fake the transferability

possible.

A corollary, based on the first le," is that many things

prepared with short range computer transferability in mind will seen

too restricted to survive far into the future. Only .the best current

crtal, using as wide. a range of capabilities as possible, are

likely to Je(tisiible in Ow distant future.

examine the shoe

a long- ge point of

this direction except

Lon-gramz-e-Ifinnvative Lear r7 /151ats

To my mind this category presents some cif! the most inheres

probleMs. Unlike some of the other categories, it is not entirely

independent of what has gonethefore. Some of the techniques in-

volved in d cling with short-range teaching aspe is also will be

useful in dealing with the more lomig - ar ge ones, particularly those

which involve pollta 1 and suciolLa is a1 pr- leM6

computer use.

des{ read

The question rhese future matell,A1 should he Mar

very import...a As a jady

are proJkl.,k:d iu

much Enc_ e

,ott Li

efni pL(,du-ii,n rrnl11

d, mo. -,t ceL1rrenL materials

lc,)1-wat W need t<u develop

cal luding

the provision of loyalLies .,dam an 1 to author. It will be

expected that 1,11 al:Lariti-tiOu rrrtttiud will be vital, just

as they ar0 t bo,,k6 0.11a

-Any consideration

learning materials.

aspect needs to worry also about the

development cif new types of course, ones made ossible by the
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existence of the computer. needs to consider new modes

of education, #h--e the formal school is replaced by other mech-

anisms such as Open University

in the public libraries or homes

Britain or through extensions

he ieng-range point view we can expect the computer

will not be a passive teaching device, but will contribute to a

vital rest- of our educational system.


